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With the Avengers disassembeled, there's nobody on hand to stop the chaos that ensues when Electro frees forty-two
supervillains from the Raft, New York City's maximum security prison. The remaining local superheroes band together as
the New Avengers to protect New York City from this dire threat.
Formed by Captain America following the collapse of the original team, the New Avengers, including Spider-Man,
Wolverine, and Iron Man, must fight the mysterious forces at play around them.
The Avengers are trapped in the Savage Land, battling friend and foe. And Spider-Man heads to the one person in the
entire place he knows he can trust: Ka-Zar! But is it really him? This important chapter rewinds the events of the very first
New Avengers story and shows how it connects to the Invasion. Plus: the break up of Jessica Jones and Luke Cage; a
major development in the life of Echo; and the story of how the Skrull empire was able to infiltrate the Marvel Universe,
and who instigated the invasion - and why! Collects New Avengers #38-42.
The first look at the philosophy behind the CaptainAmerica comics and movies, publishing in advance of themovie
release of Captain America: The WinterSolider in April 2014. In The Virtues of Captain America, philosopher andlongtime comics fan Mark D. White argues that the core principles,compassion, and judgment exhibited by the 1940’s comic
bookcharacter Captain America remain relevant to the modern world.Simply put, "Cap" embodies many of the classical
virtues that havebeen important to us since the days of the ancient Greeks: honesty,courage, loyalty, perseverance, and,
perhaps most importantly,honor. Full of entertaining examples from more than 50 years ofcomic books, White offers
some serious philosophical discussions ofeveryone’s favorite patriot in a light-hearted and accessibleway. Presents
serious arguments on the virtues of Captain Americawhile being written in a light-hearted and often humorous tone
Introduces basic concepts in moral and political philosophy tothe general reader Utilizes examples from 50 years of
comics featuring CaptainAmerica, the Avengers, and other Marvel superheroes Affirms the value of "old-fashioned"
virtues for the modernworld without indulging in nostalgia for times long passed Reveals the importance of the sound
principles that America wasfounded upon Publishing in advance of Captain America: The WinterSoldier out in April 2014.
Beginning with the ravaging effects of Avengers Disassembled and following the aftermath of House of M, Civil War and
Secret Invasion, culminating with the evil Reign of Norman Osborn, the Marvel Universe has been left with its greatest
villains holding more power and control than ever before. On the brink of madness, Osborn, in his final bid to take total
control, targets the final obstacle in his mission...Asgard. Events are set in motion forcing our heroes to put aside the
deep rifts that have grown over the past seven years. Opposing them stand a horde of evil that has begun to take down
the gods of the Golden Realm! SIEGE will rock the foundations of every super hero, villain and team in the Marvel
Universe. As an era ends, one word will ring above all others..."SIEGE." Collecting Siege (2010) #1-4 & Siege: Cabal.
Focusing especially on American comic books and graphic novels from the 1930s to the present, this massive fourvolume work provides a colorful yet authoritative source on the entire history of the comics medium. • Provides historical
context within individual entries that allows readers to grasp the significance of that entry as it relates to the broader
history and evolution of comics • Includes coverage of international material to frame the subsets of American and British
comics within a global context • Presents information that will appeal and be of use to general readers of comics and
supply coverage detailed enough to be of significant value to scholars and teachers working in the field of comics
The Avengers are dead--long live the Avengers! Earth's Mightiest Heroes--Captain America, Thor, Vision and Iron Man--are living
separate lives, not tied to any team but when a threat from beyond the stars targets our world, fate draws them together once
more, alongside Nova, Ms. Marvel, and Miles Morales, a.k.a. Spider-Man! COLLECTING: All-New, All-Different Avengers #1-6;
Avengers #0 (All-New, All-Different story); Free Comic Book Day 2015 (A story).
The Ultimate Spider-Man super-team of Bendis and Bagley reunite - and just in time for the Avengers' biggest problem ever! A
Venom virus hits the city of New York, turning its inhabitants symbiote! Plus, Wonder Man gets a much needed makeover. All this
and Tony Stark gets himself a green-skinned present in a body bag. Collects Mighty Avengers #7-11.
In the wake of the systematic destruction of the original Avengers team, just what threat to the world could persuade Captain
America to assemble an all-new team? With the Captain, Iron Man, Spider-Man and Wolverine thrown together by fate, Captain
America wants to make it permanent.
The Siege is over, and the Heroic Age has begun. So what's next for Luke Cage and the New Avengers? Steve Rogers thinks he
has the answer, offering Cage the reins of his own team and the keys to Avengers Mansion. Which heroes will Luke choose to join
him, assuming he even wants the gig to begin with? He'd better decide soon, because the forces of evil are literally dropping out of
the sky - and even a formidable trio of master mystics like Dr. Strange, Dr. Voodoo and Daimon Hellstrom are at a loss to stop it.
It's time for Luke Cage and his New Avengers to step up, or their first mission may well be their last! Collecting NEW AVENGERS
(2010) #1-6.
SECRET INVASION IS HERE! The shape-shifting alien race known as the Skrulls has secretly infiltrated every super-powered
organization on Earth with one goal - full-scale invasion! In this comic event, page-after-page unveils reveal-after-reveal and
shocking moment-after-shocking-moment! Brian Bendis and Leinil Francis Yu deliver a story that will change the Marvel Universe
forever! Collects Secret Invasion (2008) #1-8.
Collects Young Avengers #1-6.ÿ In the wake of AVENGERS DISASSEMBLED, a mysterious new group of teen super heroes
appears. But who are they? Where did they come from? And what right do they have to call themselves the Young Avengers?
Jonathan Hickman's epic Avengers saga begins here! When Earth's Mightiest Heroes expand their sphere of influence to a global
- even interplanetary - level, who will answer Captain America's call? When Earth is attacked, the new team's first mission takes
them to Mars - and sets them on a dangerous path filled with deadly, godlike enemies beyond anything they have faced before!
Meanwhile, cascading multiversal Incursions threaten all of reality - and only Tony Stark and his secretive Illuminati allies know it!
Can Mr. Fantastic, the Black Panther, Black Bolt, Namor and the Beast join Iron Man in saving the Multiverse - or is everything
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destined to die? Plus, from original New Mutants to the newest Avengers, join Cannonball and Sunspot in a bizarre adventure on
Mojoworld! COLLECTING: AVENGERS (2012) 1-5, NEW AVENGERS (2013) 1-6, ASTONISHING TALES:MOJOWORLD (2008)
1-6
The New Avengers riot hits here! The jailbreak of the century causes more havoc in the Marvel Universe as a flood of the most
dangerous villains on the planet pour into the streets of New York City! And caught between two warring cliques of escaped
convicts is everyone's favorite Web-slinger! Collects Spider-Man: Breakout #1-5.
Who can you trust? Now that the shape-shifting Skrulls' plot to infiltrate Earth has begun, that question has a clear answer: Trust
no one! Explore the dramatic turmoil of the Avengers roster as the slow-burning Skrull menace ratchets up and finally explodes in
their faces. Featuring Luke Cage, Echo, Wolverine, Spider-Woman, and other New Avengers favorites. Learn the shocking
answers to these burning questions: has Captain America truly returned to again lead the Avengers? What were the Skrulls able to
learn from the captive Illuminati? How did Spider-Woman and the Skrulls survive House of M? And whose side will the superpowered criminals of the Marvel Universe take as the Skrull invasion decimates New York City? These vivid stories of paranoia
and suspense are brought to you by writer Brian Michael Bendis and a dream team of comics brightest art talents - including
Michael Gaydos, David Mack, Jim Cheung, and Billy Tan. Collects New Avengers #38-47.
Castle's hero, Derrick Storm, comes to life in the pages of this all-new graphic novel! This "adaptation" of Derrick Storm's first
novel takes our hero from the gritty world of the private eye all the way to the globe-hopping intrigue of the CIA. Eisner Awardwinning Marvel writer Brian Michael Bendis and red-hot Osborn writer Kelly Sue DeConnick worked closely with Castle creator
Andrew Marlowe to create the one thing millions of Castle fans have been asking for: their first real Derrick Storm adventure - a
wall-to-wall, gritty, witty, globe-hopping detective thrill ride for fans of the hit TV show starring Nathan Fillion and Stana Katic, as
well as fans of damn good comic books.
To prevent the collision of our universe with another, the Illuminati must reassemble...NOW! It's the most powerful and brilliant
team in the Marvel Universe: the Black Panther, Iron Man, Doctor Strange, Black Bolt, Mister Fantastic, Namor the Sub-Mariner
and the Beast against an infinite legion of parallel realities. Armed with the six Infinity Gems, the Illuminati gather to plan for the
death of everything...but their task is complicated by old wounds, lies and secret agendas. But when the Illuminati experience their
first dimensional incursion, can this loose brotherhood of end times trust each other enough to use the Infinity Gems in unison?
And what new member will join the group? Jonathan Hickman and Steve Epting revamp the New Avengers in a multiversespanning saga! NEW AVENGERS VOL. 1: EVERYTHING DIES includes a code for a free digital copy on the Marvel Comics app
(for iPhone?, iPad?, iPad Touch? & Android devices) and Marvel Digital Comics Shop. Additionally, this collection also features
special augmented reality content available exclusive through the Marvel AR app - including cover recaps, behind the scenes
features and more that add value to your reading experience at no additional cost. COLLECTING: New Avengers 1-6
The Civil War is on, and no one is more affected than the New Avengers. The Avengers are about to go to war over their beliefs,
and the shake-up will shock you. Collects New Avengers (2004) #21-25.
Contains material originally published in magazine form.
Collects Avengers (1998) #500-503 and #500 Director's Cut, Avengers Finale, New Avengers (2004) #1-10 and #1 Director's Cut,
and New Avengers: Most Wanted Files. Award-winning writer Brian Michael Bendis transforms Earth's Mightiest Heroes! But
before he can build his New Avengers, he must disassemble the old ones! In the team's darkest day, one of their own tears them
apart - seemingly forever! But when Electro triggers a breakout at super-villain prison the Raft, Captain America and Iron Man find
themselves fighting alongside a new, and very different, group of allies. Spider-Man, Wolverine, Luke Cage and Spider-Woman
join the new order as the Avengers are reborn! But will the mysterious Sentry add the power of a million exploding suns to the
lineup? First he needs to figure out who he is! One glorious era ends, and another age of greatness begins!

Covering genres from action/adventure and fantasy to horror, science fiction, and superheroes, this guide maps the vast
and expanding terrain of graphic novels, describing and organizing titles as well as providing information that will help
librarians to build and balance their graphic novel collections and direct patrons to read-alikes. • Introduces users to
approximately 1,000 currently popular graphic novels and manga • Organizes titles by genre, subgenre, and theme to
facilitate finding read-alikes • Helps librarians build and balance their graphic novel collections
Collects various comics featuring the New Avengers in which the team of superheroes faces off against various villains
who have escaped from a maximum security prison.
The Marvel Heroes have faced the most dangerous threats and saved the Earth and the Universe on occasions too
numerous to count. But what do heroes do when the fabric of reality is threatened by one of their own? It is a question
that heroes such as Spider-Man, Wolverine, the X-Men and the Avengers all have to face as former Avenger and
daughter of Magneto, the Scarlet Witch succumbs to insanity and makes the world over into her maniacal father's view of
utopia, ruled over by the house of Magnus.
Collects Avengers (2010) #12.1 And #13-24 and Avengers Assemble: An Oral History Of Earth's Mightiest Heroes. Brian
Michael Bendis' Avengers odyssey continues! When Spider-Woman disappears, the team must face the Intelligencia just before FEAR ITSELF hammers our heroes! The Red Skull's daughter has unleashed an evil as old as Midgard itself.
The Serpent has risen to reclaim Earth, recruiting powerful superhumans as his advance guard, the Worthy. The result is
all-out action in the classic Avengers style! And when the dust settles, Tony Stark's fortune is gone, Captain America's
leadership is questioned and Thor is no more! Worse still, Norman Osborn is back! Freed from prison by his
H.A.M.M.E.R. loyalists, Osborn unites with A.I.M., Superia and Madame Hydra, seeking revenge in the worst way
possible. Plus: Bendis literally writes the book on the glorious history of Earth's Mightiest Heroes!
Collects New Avengers: Illuminati #1-5. The Illuminati. An elite group of the planet's most powerful guardians to face its
greatest threats. Join Iron Man, Professor X, Black Bolt, the Sub-Mariner and Mr. Fantastic as they take on the threats no
one else can handle - and learn of secrets that will forever alter the way they (and you) look at the Marvel Universe!
It’s a blast from the past as the original five students of Professor X are plucked from the past and brought to the present.
But the state that their future selves are in and the states of Xavier’s dream [Author]; is far from the future they dreamed
of.
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As Brian Michael Bendis' New Avengers roster is completed, who is the masked Ronin - and why has Captain America
recruited this mysterious figure? In the wake of the tumultuous events of House of M, a new threat emerges that may be
impossible to stop. Canada's premier super team find that out the hard way - will the Avengers fare any better? And
when Civil War breaks out across the Marvel Universe, Iron Man and Captain America will fi nd themselves on opposite
sides - and their team will be torn in two! NEW AVENGERS (2004) 11-25, NEW AVENGERS CUSTOM 676: ARMY &
AIR FORCE, GIANT-SIZE SPIDER-WOMAN 1, NEW AVENGERS ANNUAL (2006) 1, NEW AVENGERS: ILLUMINATI
ONESHOT, CIVIL WAR: THE CONFESSION
After being held captive by the Skrulls, Mockingbird returns to Earth and settles into life as a member of the New Avengers with the help of
her estranged husband, Ronin, but she bears a secret that could tear the group apart.
When a new threat emerges, the New Avengers are put to the test in a way they never have been before.
In the wake of the systematic destruction of the original Avengers, just what sort of threat to the world could persuade Captain America to
assemble an all-new team? And following the events of Avengers Disassembled, who could possibly be on this team? How does Cap, Iron
Man, Spider-Man and Wolverine sound? Fate has brought them together, and now Captain America wants to make it permanent! Who will
take his hand and join the new Avengers? And will they be strong enough to fight the mysterious forces at play around them? Collects New
Avengers (2004) #1-6.
The Avengers try to help the most powerful super-hero in the world figure out who he is and where he came from! But will this knowledge
destroy the man they are trying to help - the unbelievably powerful Sentry? Collecting New Avengers (2004) #7-10.
EVERYTHING IS NEW. In the wake of SECRET WARS, the old order changeth - and Bobby DaCosta, Sunspot, is just the man to changeth
it. Welcome to AVENGERS IDEA MECHANICS -- a super-scientific global rescue squad of tomorrow's heroes...today! America doesn't want
them! S.H.I.E.L.D. doesn't know what to do with them! But Earth might not survive without...the NEW AVENGERS! COLLECTING: New
Avengers #1-6, Avengers #0 (New Avengers story).
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